Linguaskill helps ensure Glion Institute of Higher Education student success

Glion Institute of Higher Education is a renowned Swiss hotel management school offering a high-quality international education to its students. Ensuring that every graduate starts their professional career with excellent communication skills and a high level of English is one of their priorities. Students needing help to fulfil the entry requirements of their course can take Glion’s Intensive Hospitality English Language Program (IHELP), which focuses on intensive English learning while also teaching important hospitality industry terminology and knowledge. Glion chose Linguaskill as their preferred English test as part of this process.

Checking levels and measuring progress

All Glion students are required to enter their respective programme with an English level of either B2 or C1 on the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR), the international standard for describing language ability. Alternatively they can take the intensive English course before starting their studies. All English course participants take the Linguaskill Reading and Listening module at the beginning and at the end of the six-week course. The aims are twofold: to measure students’ progress and to make sure they have reached the required language level before starting their degree programme.

Two test versions

Of the two available versions, Linguaskill General or Linguaskill Business, the management school has chosen to work with the latter option. ‘The Business English module content is extremely valuable for our hospitality and business management students, and offers something different from the standard English courses they’re often used to,’ says Andrew Keohane, Senior Learning Support Manager at Glion. Powered by artificial intelligence technology, both Linguaskill options test all four language skills – reading, listening, writing and speaking – in three separate modules. The test’s modular format means Glion can choose which combination of language skills is right for them, in this case using just the Reading and Listening module.

Flexibility and ease of use

Linguaskill doesn’t have any set dates or venues, so Glion can run and invigilate the test at their own site, whenever they want. ‘We need to be able to administer the English tests flexibly and to choose the date and time of the tests ourselves, which the ease of administration of Linguaskill allows,’ explains Andrew. This can be done simply and quickly online via the Cambridge English Test Portal. Candidate details can be uploaded in bulk, which saves time in setting up the test.

Fast results and international recognition

‘We also appreciate having an external test with instant results, as they’re impartial and not subject to debate,’ says Andrew. Linguaskill provides accurate, CEFR-aligned results within 48 hours, with clear Group Reports. Individual Test Reports show a Cambridge English Scale score for each language skill to provide a more detailed understanding of performance. This helps Glion easily make informed decisions and compare student performances.

About Glion Institute of Higher Education

Glion is firmly established among the world’s finest education institutions specialising in hospitality and luxury management. Glion offers applied business education, combining academic rigour, practical skills and professional internships – all with a focus on developing the soft skills that are a prerequisite in the global economy. The company has long-standing relationships with many leading brands operating within the international hospitality, luxury and events sectors.
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About Linguaskill

Linguaskill is a quick and convenient online test to help higher education institutions and employers check the English levels of individuals and groups of candidates. Supported by artificial intelligence technology, it provides fast, accurate results and clear individual and group reports. Results are aligned to the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR), the international standard for describing language ability.
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